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Snoesjes
By Astrid Schipper
http://astridschipper.blogspot.nl/

Cut a pink 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card and two 
square cards: ice blue 14 x 14 cm and design paper 
13.5 x 13.5 cm. Apply ink to the edges of the design 
paper and stick the layers together. Cut pink card 
into 4.5 x 14.5 cm and ice blue into 4 x 14.5 cm. 
Stick them together with a length of lace on top. 
Then layer it onto the centre of the card. Cut the 
circle from white card and embroider the border. 
U  se the stencil to trace the shape onto the picture 

and cut it out. Stick them together and then onto 
the card. Cut the swirls and leaves from green 
card and embroider the branches with green 
thread. Cut the fl owers from white and pink card 
and embroider them with pink and white thread. 
Layer them onto the card. Finish the card off  with 
a bow and charm, pearls and a banner.

Cut a blue 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card, two 
squares: pink card 14 x 14 cm, and design paper 
13.5 x 13.5 cm. Cut a 14 x 6.5 cm strip from design 
paper. Apply ink to the edges of the design paper 
and stick the layers together. Finish them off  with 
a length of lace. Cut the squares from white and 
ice blue card and embroider the borders. Use the 
stencil to trace the shape onto the picture and 

cut it out. Stick them together and then onto the 
card. Cut the swirls and leaves from green card 
and embroider the branches with green thread. 
Cut the fl owers from white, blue and pink card 
and embroider them with blue and white thread. 
Stick them to the card. Finish the card off  with a 
bow and charm, pearls and a banner.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm pink single-fold card and 
two single cards: ice blue 14 x 14 cm and design 
paper 14 x 10 cm. Apply ink to the edges of the 
design paper and stick the layers onto the card, 
together with a length of lace. Cut a 7.5 x 13.5 cm 
strip from design paper, cut it at a slant, but cut 
around the bird. Layer a length of lace under the 
slanted side. Stick the triangle to the card, only 

along the bottom and the side. Cut two borders 
from white card and embroider the border. Cut 
out the picture and stick it to a slightly larger 
pink square. Attach the peg and stick it to the 
card. Cut out the swirls from green card and the 
fl owers from white and blue card, stick the three 
sizes together. Finish the card off  with a bow and 
charm, pearls and a banner.

CRAFTABLES
Stitching
By Wybrich van der Roest
http://wybrichspapercards.blogspot.com

Cut a 12 x 15 cm lilac single-fold card with the 
fold on top. Cut 10.5 x 13.5 cm design paper and 
mat on white card. Cut a 3.5 x 13.5 cm strip from 
design paper. Cu  t (and embroider) 2x a Craftable 
border from white card and attach to the strip 
of design paper. Cut (and embroider) a Craftable 
rectangle from daff odil yellow card. Stamp an im-
age and colour it in. Cut fl owers from yellow card, 

emboss and embroider them. Cut leaves from 
yellow and white card and attach them behind 
the border. Cut a banner from yellow card, stamp 
a text and attach with foam pads. Cut a swirl and 
stick it to the card. Attach pearls in the heart of 
the fl owers.

Cut a 12 x 15 cm white card with the fold on top. 
Cut 10.5 x 13.5 cm design paper and mat it fi rst 
on purple and then on azure blue card. Cut (and 
embroider) a Craftable rectangle. Stamp an image 
and mat it on purple. Cut a branch and attach it 
to the card. Cut a banner from azure blue, stamp 

a text and attach with foam pads. Cut cupcakes 
from design paper and attach them onto the rec-
tangle. Thread wax cord through the button and 
attach it.



Copy the shape of the MDF-labels onto design 
paper, cut them out. Stick the paper labels to the 
MDF-labels using decoupage glue. Decorate the 
pages with strips of design paper and corrugated 
card, cut-out owls, lace, ribbon and labels, die-cut 
from kraft card. Create a pocket on one page by 
sticking a paper page onto the MDF-page only 

along the bottom and the two sides. The label of 
kraft card can be inserted from the top. Finish the 
booklet off  with fl owers, die-cut from felt, ban-
ners with text and dr  aw stitches with a black pen.

ELINE’S 
Summer Owls
By Elly van Trappen
http://www.t-scrap-ateljeetje.blogspot.nl/

Cut an 11 x 14 cm rectangle from corrugated card. 
Cut out the owl and the branch and stick them 
to the corrugated card. Decorate the branch with 
die-cut leaves and fl owers. Attach a few lengths 
of ribbon under the owl. Tie the rope around the 
corrugated card and attach a charm to it. Cut out 

the banner, stamp the text and attach it to the 
card using foam tape. Cut out a few more owls 
and stick them to the corrugated card too. Cut a 
15 x 12 cm white single-fold card and mount the 
corrugated card on top using foam tape.

Cut a 15 x 13 cm white single-fold card. Cut a 12 
x 14 cm rectangle from corrugated card. Stick a 
4.5 x 13 cm strip from design paper on the right; 
make an overlap on the left with a 7 x 13 cm 
strip from design paper. Cut three sets of hearts 
from felt, sew a button onto them, thread rope 
through them and layer to the card. Cut a label 
from kraft card, tie a ribbon to it and mount a 

cut-out owl on top. Attach the label with foam 
tape. Cut various fl owers from felt and stick to 
the card. Cut a banner, stamp the text and attach 
it using foam tape. Layer everything onto the 
white card. Finish the card off  by drawing stitches 
with a black pen.

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white single-fold card with the 
fold on top. Cut 12 x 12 cm design paper and mat 
on grass green, white and again on grass green 
card. Cut 11 x 11 cm design paper and mat on 
white card. Cut out a Craftable circle and embroi-
der it. Use a Nestability to cut out a circle and 
attach it to the circle. Stamp the image, colour it 
in and mat on grass green card. Cut, emboss and 
embroider a fl ower and leaves. Cut a banner from 

white card, stamp a text and attach with foam 
pads. Make a bunch of fl owers, tie a ribbon and 
attach to the circle. Finish the card off  with pearls 
on two corners of the stamped image and in the 
hearts of the embroidered fl ower.

100%
65 x 11 cm 



OWLS
Clear Stamps
By Irma de Vries 
http://irma-scrapkaarten.blogspot.nl/

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card. Cut a 14.5 
x 14.5 cm square from design paper and a strip of 
5 x 15 cm. Cut the white border and stick the strip 
of design paper onto it. Cut out the circle and em-
broider it. Cut out the trees and birds. Stamp and 

cut out the bird house. Stamp the owls and colour 
them in. Stick the layers to the card as shown. Cut 
a corner from design paper and mat it on white 
card. Cut out the fl owers and leaves; embroider 
the leaves.

Cut a 15.5 x 8 cm tag from white card and de-
sign paper and stick them together. Cut the post 
stamp from light yellow card and layer it onto the 
tag as shown. Stick a paper bag to the other side. 
Cut an 8 x 5 cm tag, and decorate with design 

paper. Cut out the tree and layer it to the tag. Cut 
out the circle and embroider it. Stamp the owls 
and colour them in. Finish the tag off  as per ex-
ample.

Cut out the frame circle and ink the embossed 
parts with an orange ink pad. Cut a 9 cm Ø circle 
from design paper, stick the parts together with 
a length of lace along the edge. Cut 17 x 14.5 cm 
from white card and score at 7.5 cm, 8.5 cm and 
9.5 cm. Fold the score lines and stick the top. Cut 

design paper into 14 x 7 cm. Stick it on with the 
frame on top. Cut out the tree from brown card 
and cut the owl out of the design paper. Cut the 
bench from mouse grey card and mat it on white 
card. Stamp the owls and colour them in. Attach 
the owls to the bench.

BEARS 
In Holland
By Neline Plaisier
http://neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.nl/

Use the Go Kreate stencil to cut a rectangle from 
pearly white card, cut a smaller one from night 
blue card and the smallest from design paper. 
Fold them in half, keep the fold on top. Layer 
a white and a red-white-blue ribbon across the 
width of the card. Make bows and tie a charm to 
it. Cut a circle from white card. Embroider the 
circle with red thread. Make clouds as per in-

struction. Cut two houses and a banner from nut 
brown card. Leave the houses and the banner in 
the stencil and work them with distress ink vin-
tage photo. Stamp the text with Stazon ink. Cut 
the fl owers from felt and the leaves from white 
card. Embroider the leaves with green thread. 
Attach a pearl in the heart of the fl ower. Cut the 
circles from design paper.

This is how to make clouds:
Draw a border of clouds on a piece of paper and cut it out. Place this paper stencil on your card and use 
a sponge to dab distress ink stormy sky on the edge of the paper and onto your card. When the fi rst 
row of clouds is ready, you place the paper stencil a little bit higher. Repeat this till you are 
satisfi ed with the result.

Cut a 12 x 16 cm pearly white single-fold card. Cut 
an 11.25 x 11.25 cm rectangle from design paper, 
mat it on blue card. Use a sewing machine to 
stitch a border. Cut a 10 x 14 cm rectangle and a 
9.25 x 9.25 cm square. Cut the decorative border 
from dark blue card and the square from white 
card. Embroider the border with white thread 
and the square with red thread. Ma  ke clouds as 
per instruction. Layer ribbon across the width 
of the card and make a bow. Tie a charm to the 
bow. Cu  t two sailing boats and a banner from 
nut brown card. Leave the sailing boats and the 

banner in the stencil and dab the sails with white 
ink and the boat and banner with distress ink 
vintage photo. Stamp the text with Stazon ink. 
Cut fl owers from felt and white card. Cut leaves 
from white card. Embroider the leaves with green 
thread. Attach a pearl in the heart of the fl ower. 
Stamp the bear and colour it in. Cut the image 
out and attach it with 3D-glue. Stamp the post 
stamps.



CREATABLES 
In Europe
By Wilga van ‘t Zelfde
http://mypaperpasion.blogspot.nl/

Base for the booklet:
Cut three 12 x 16 cm rectangles from nut brown 
card. Make holes with the Bind it All or a hole 
punch. Insert the bookbinding rings through the 
holes. Attach a tab to the page. 

Front
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from sea green 
card and 11 x 14 cm from design paper. Ink the 
edges and layer together. Cut the world globe 
from design paper and stick it on the top left-
hand side of the card. Cut the three towers from 
white card. Ink them and layer them on the world 
globe. Cut the camera from nut brown card, ink 
and attach it, raised with foam pads. Cut the com-
pass from design paper and layer it, together with 
the fi lm strip onto the camera. Finish the card off  
with stamps, a charm and a length of rope.

Inside page England
Left-side page
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from carnation 
white card, 11 x 14 cm from fi esta red card and 
10.5 x 13.5 cm from design paper. Ink the edges 
and stick the layers together and then onto the 
left-hand side of the page. Cu  t a piece of paper 
from a note book, tear it a little and stick to the 
card. Finish off  with tickets and stamps.

Right-side page
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from sea green 
card and 10.5 x 14 cm from design paper. Use the 
post stamp stencil to cut a rectangle from design 
paper. Ink the edges and stick the layers together. 
Slip a ticket between the layers and fi x it with a 
stapler. Staple rope and ribbon along the lower 
part of the card. Stick everything on the right-
hand page. Stamp two clocks from carnation 
white card and the Big Ben from fi esta red card. 

Cut the clock face from carnation white card. 
Layer everything onto the card. Finish off  with 
stamps and a charm.

Inside page France
Left-hand page
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from carnation 
white card, 11 x 14 cm from fi esta red card and 
10.5 x 13.5 cm from design paper. Ink the edges 
and stick the layers together and then onto the 
left-hand side of the page. Cut a piece of paper 
from a note book, tear it a little and stick to the 
card. Finish off  with tickets and stamps.

Right-hand page
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from sea green 
card and 11 x 14 cm from design paper. Use the 
post stamp stencil to cut a rectangle from nut 
brown card. Stamp the map. Cut two small 
stamps from carnation white card and layer them 
with a red tab onto the design paper. Staple rope 
and ribbon on the right-hand side. Layer every-
thing on the right-hand page. Cut the Eiff el tower 
from carnation white card and stick it onto the 
card. Finish off  with stamps and a charm.

Reverse side
Cut an 11.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle from sea green 
card and 11 x 14 cm from fi esta red card. Use the 
post stamp stencil to cut a rectangle from carna-
tion white card. Stamp the post stamp and stick it 
on the reverse side. Tie a few ribbons and charms 
to the book binding rings.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm pearly white single-fold card. 
Cut a 13.75 x 13.75 cm square from design paper 
and mat on dark blue card. Use a sewing machine 
to stitch a border. Cut an 11.5 x 11.5 cm square 
and a 13.5 x 6.5 cm rectangle from design paper. 
L  ayer two lengths of ribbon across the width of 
the card and tie a charm to a bow. Cut a 9 x 9 cm 
square from night blue card. Cut a square from 
pearly white card. Embroider the border with 
red thread. Make clouds as per instruction. Draw 
blades of grass. Cut a bench and a banner from 
nut brown card. Leave the banner in the sten-

cil and work it with distress ink vintage photo. 
Stamp the text with red ink. Cut the fl owers from 
felt and the leaves from white card. Embroider 
the leaves with green thread. Attach a pearl in 
the heart of the fl ower. Stamp the bear and col-
our it in with colouring pencils. Cut out the im-
age and stick it to the bench with 3D-glue. Tie a 
length of rope and a fi sh charm to the fi shing rod. 
Stamp the post stamps.


